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In this paper we prove a general theorem concerning the controlled motion of a
mechanical system, such as a (simple or multiple) pendulum, from an equilibrium in
one location to an equilibrium in another location. The dynamics of such mechani-
cal systems are described by non-linear ordinary differential equations with con-
trols; what we prove is a non-local controllability result. The proof rests on an open
mapping theorem and a compactness argument. © 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this section we introduce several prototypical models for the motion
of simple or multiple, planar pendula under different physical circum-
stances. As a consequence of Theorem 1, proved in Section 2, we shall see
in Section 3 that in each of these situations it is possible to move the pen-
dulum from one suspended equilibrium to another at a different position,
over a sufficiently long time interval. In Appendix A we outline a more
detailed result for the control of a simple pendulum by a horizontal motion
of the suspension point, which unfortunately does not appear to generalise
to more complicated problems, and especially not to those with more
degrees of freedom.
1.1. Planar Pendulum, with Geometrically Controlled Suspension Point.
We consider a pendulum modelled by a mass m attached to the end of a
massless rod of length l suspended to a point whose location in R2 at time t
is given by a prescribed vector-valued function r0(t)=(x(t), y(t)) with
components given relative to the standard basis e1, e2 (with e2 pointing in
the vertical direction). Let h=h(t) be the angle between the pendulum and
−e2, the direction of the suspended equilibrium. Then the location of the
point mass at the end of the pendulum is given by
r1(t)=r0(t)+le(h(t)), (1)
where e(h)=(sin(h), −cos(h)). Letting Œ denote differentiation with respect
to h, we have eŒ(h)=(cos(h), sin(h)) and the trivial properties
eŒ(h) · e(h)=0, e'(h)=− e(h). (2)
Now the kinetic and the potential energy of the system are given by
K(r1)=
1
2m |r˙1(t)|
2 and V(r1)=mgr1(t) · e2 , (3)
respectively, where g is the gravitational constant. We apply Hamilton’s
principle to the Lagrangian
L(h(·))=FT
0
[K(r1)−V(r1)] dt
=FT
0
[12m |r˙0(t)+leŒ(h(t)) h˙(t)|2−mg[r0(t)+le(h(t))] · e2] dt. (4)
Here we note that the only ‘‘dynamically determined’’ variable is h(·) since
r0(·) is prescribed. Hamilton’s principle now requires that h(·) renders
L(h(·)) stationary under perturbations dh(·) of h. This means that one
must have
LŒ(h(·)) dh(·)= d
dl
L(h(·)+l dh(·)) |l=0=0. (5)
Explicitly, a careful computation using integration by parts and (2) yields
FT
0
ml[[r˙0(t)+leŒ(h(t)) h˙(t)] · [e'(h(t)) h˙(t) dh(t)+eŒ(h(t)) dh˙(t)]
−g sin(h(t)) dh(t)] dt
=−FT
0
ml[r¨0(t) · eŒ(h(t))+lh¨(t)+g sin(h(t))] dh(t) dt
=0, (6)
where we have required that dh(0)=dh(T)=0. This implies that h(t)
should satisfy
lh¨=−r¨0 · eŒ(h)−g sin(h)
=−x¨ cos(h)− y¨ sin(h)−g sin(h).
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For the moment we are not being precise about regularity but it would
be natural to require r0(t) to be twice continously differentiable and indeed
we introduce as control function the acceleration of the suspension point,
namely u(t)=(u1(t), u2(t)) ¥ C([0, T]; R2) (the space of continuous func-
tions on [0, T] with values in R2) by r¨0(t)=u(t). Now we want to consider
the control problem of moving the pendulum from a hanging equilibrium
with the suspension point at r00=(x
0, y0) to the hanging equilibrium sus-
pended at r10=(x
1, y1). This amounts to finding a control function u(t) and
a time T such that the following system is satisfied:˛ x¨=u1,y¨=u2,lh¨=−u1 cos(h)−u2 sin(h)−g sin(h),
(x(0), y(0))=r00 , (x˙(0), y˙(0))=0,
(x(T), y(T))=r10 , (x˙(T), y˙(T))=0
h(0)=0, h˙(0)=0, h(T)=0, h˙(T)=0.
(7)
The solvability of this control problem for large enough T will be the first
consequence of the general theorem we state and prove later. In Appendix
A we exploit more detailed knowledge of the orbits of the planar pendulum
to prove that, when the initial and final positions of the suspension point
are at the same horizontal level and the control moves horizontally one can
move from one equilibrium location to another in an arbitrarily specified
positive time. Moreover in that case one can also place a bound on the
acceleration of the suspension point in which case the motion from one
equilibrium to another can be established only for large enough T.
1.2. Planar Pendulum, Suspended from a Dynamically Controlled Mass.
We suppose that the pendulum is suspended from a point mass M
subjected to a thrust u which serves as the control. In this case the evolu-
tion of both r0(t) and h(t) is dynamically determined and the resulting
system of equations is more complicated than (7). In addition to adding
terms for the kinetic and potential energies of M one also has to add an
‘‘action term’’ W to the Lagrangian which becomes
L(r0(·), h(·))=F
T
0
[K(r0(·), h(·))+W(r0(·), h(·))−V(r0(·), h(·))] dt
=FT
0
[ 12M |r˙0(t)|
2+12m |r˙0(t)+leŒ(h(t)) h˙(t) |2+r0(t) ·u(t)
−Mgr0(t) · e2−mg[r0(t)+le(h(t))] · e2] dt. (8)
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Hamilton’s principle applies, allowing variations in both r0(·) and h(·).
A routine but intricate calculation leads to the following control system:˛ (m+M) x¨+ml cos(h) h¨=ml sin(h) h˙2+u1,(m+M) y¨+ml sin(h) h¨=−ml cos(h) h˙2+[u2−(m+M) g],lh¨+x¨ cos(h)+y¨ sin(h)=−g sin(h),
(x(0), y(0))=r00 , (x˙(0), y˙(0))=0,
(x(T), y(T))=r10 , (x˙(T), y˙(T))=0,
h(0)=0, h˙(0)=0, h(T)=0, h˙(T)=0.
(9)
Here again Theorem 1 will apply to guarantee the solvability for large T.
1.3. Planar Pendulum, Suspended from a Dynamically Controlled Mass,
with Friction. We also consider a model involving friction. We suppose
again that the pendulum is suspended from a point mass M, which now
will be required to move along a horizontal axis coordinatized by x, with a
goal of moving from x=0 to x=x1, subject to friction. We also suppose
that there is a second friction force resulting from the rotation of the pen-
dulum. In this situation, one can derive the following control system:
˛ (M+m) x¨+ml cos(h) h¨=ml sin(h) h˙2+u−mk1x˙−mk2 cos(h) h˙,cos(h) x¨+lh¨=−g sin(h)−k2 h˙,
x(0)=0, x˙(0)=0, x(T)=x1, x˙(T)=0
h(0)=0, h˙(0)=0, h(T)=0, h˙(T)=0.
(10)
Here k1 and k2 are the positive constants appearing in the friction forces
k1Mx˙ acting on M in the horizontal direction and k2mh˙ acting on m in the
direction transverse to the pendulum. The derivation of the system can
most easily be done by applying Newton’s laws to both the point mass M,
from which the pendulum is suspended, and the point mass m represented
as the mass at the end of the pendulum. One simply eliminates the tension
along the pendulum which acts in opposite directions on the two masses.
Details are given in Appendix B.
1.4. Planar Multiple Pendulum, Suspended from a Dynamically Controlled
Mass. As a final example we consider a multiple pendulum suspended
from a mass M moving in the plane controlled by a thrust u. We spare
ourselves the additional complexity arising from the presence of friction.
We suppose that the pendulum has n segments parametrized by i=1, ..., n
where the ith pendulum has length li with an attached point mass mi. We
let m0=M and r0=(x, y) denote the position of M. For i=1, ...., n we set
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ri=lie(hi) where hi denotes the angular displacement from the direction
− e2. Then
Rj= C
j
i=0
ri=r0+C
j
i=1
lie(hi)
is the position of the jth mass mj which moves with velocity
R˙j=r˙0+C
j
i=1
lieŒ(hi) h˙i.
The kinetic energy of the system is
K(r˙0, h˙1, ..., h˙n)=
1
2 C
n
j=0
mj |R˙j |2
=12 C
n
j=0
mj : r˙0+Cj
i=1
lieŒ(hi) h˙i :2
=12 C
n
j=0
mj 5|r˙0 |2+2 Cj
i=1
lieŒ(hi) · r˙0 h˙i
+C
j
i=1
C
j
k=1
lilkeŒ(hi) · eŒ(hk) h˙i h˙k6
=12 5M0[x˙2+y˙2]+2 Cn
i=1
Mili[cos(hi) x˙+sin(hi) y˙] h˙i
+ C
n
i=1
C
n
k=1
MiNklilk cos(hi−hk) h˙i h˙k6 .
where iNk is the maximum of i and k and
Mi=C
n
j=i
mj.
Evidently this is a positive definite quadratic form in the variables
(x˙, y˙, h˙1, ..., h˙n) with coefficients which depend only on the values of the
angular parameters (h1, ..., hn). The potential energy is
V(x, y, h1, ..., hn)=C
n
j=0
mjgRj · e2
=C
n
j=0
mjgy− C
n
j=1
mjg C
j
i=1
li cos(hi)
=M0gy− C
n
i=1
Migli cos(hi).
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The Lagrangian for the system now becomes
L(x, y, h1, ..., hn)
=FT
0
51
2 M0[x˙
2+y˙2]+C
n
i=1
Mili[cos(hi) x˙+sin(hi)y˙] h˙i
+12 C
n
i=1
C
n
k=1
MiNklilk cos(hi−hk) h˙i h˙k+(x(t), y(t)) · (u1(t), u2(t))
−M0gy(t)+C
n
i=1
Migli cos(hi)6 dt. (11)
Hamilton’s principle, applied with great attention to the details, yields the
following system:˛M0x¨+Cni=1 Mili cos(hi) h¨i=Cni=1 Mili sin(hi) h˙2i+u1,M0y¨+Cni=1 Mili sin(hi) h¨i=− Cni=1 Mili cos(hi) h˙2i+[u2−M0g],Mili cos(hi) x¨+Mili sin(hi) y¨+Cnk=1MiNklilk cos(hi−hk) h¨k
=− C
n
k=1
MiNklilk sin(hi−hk) h˙
2
k−Miglisin(hi) (i=1, ..., n),
(x(0), y(0))=r00 , (x˙(0), y˙(0))=0,
(x(T), y(T))=r10 , (x˙(T), y˙(T))=0,
hi(0)=0, h˙i(0)=0, hi(T)=0, h˙i(T)=0 (i=1, ..., n).
(12)
2. THE GENERAL RESULT
We consider the general second order system
q¨(t)=f(q(t), q˙(t), u(t)), (13)
where f( · , · , · ) : WW Rn, with W a domain in Rn×Rn×Rm, is a con-
tinuously differentiable function. Given two equilibria of the equation
corresponding to u=0 one wishes to find a control function u(·) ¥
C0([0, T]; Rm) (the subspace of C([0, T]; Rm) consisting of functions which
vanish at 0 and T) and a corresponding solution q(·) ¥ C2([0, T]; Rn)
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of (13) passing from one equilibrium to another. The following result
covers a variety of interesting special cases.
Theorem 1. Suppose first that there exists a curve ql ¥ Rn which is
parametrized by l ¥ [0, 1] such that (ql, 0, 0) ¥W and f(ql, 0, 0)=0.
Suppose next that for each l the linearized system
q¨=fq(ql, 0, 0) q+fq˙(ql, 0, 0) q˙+fu(ql, 0, 0) u (14)
is exactly controllable. Suppose finally that either
f(q, q˙, u)=f(q, − q˙, u), (15)
or
3 f(−q, − q˙, −u)=− f(q, q˙, u)
f(q+ql, q˙, u)=f(q, q˙, u) for l ¥ [0, 1],
(16)
where we also assume the invariance of the domain W under the transforma-
tions of (q, q˙, u) to (q, − q˙, u) in case of (15), to (−q, − q˙, −u) and to
(q+ql, q˙, u) in the case of (16). Then for T sufficiently large there exists a
control function u(·) ¥ C0([0, T]; Rm) and q(·) ¥ C2([0, T]; Rn) satisfying
(13) as well as the initial and terminal conditions
q(0)=q0, q˙(0)=0 and q(T)=q1, q˙(T)=0. (17)
Proof. The proof involves three main steps:
• We first use an open mapping theorem to show that for any given
positive T one can move in time T from a given equilibrium (ql, 0)
(corresponding to u=0) to equilibria which are contained in a small
enough ball Bl centered at (ql, 0).
• We then show that under hypotheses (15) or (16) one can also
reverse the motion from equilibria in the ball back to the center.
• Finally we show that one can exploit the autonomous nature of the
equations to move in a finite number of steps of time T from one equilib-
rium to another along the curve, starting at q0 and ending at q1.
The open mapping theorem we use can be found, for example, in
Deimling [2]. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and F : OW Y, where O is an
open subset of X, be Fréchet differentiable. If FŒ(x0) : XW Y is surjective,
then there is an open neighbourhood of y0=F(x0) contained in the image
F(O).
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Given a positive value of T, let O be the open subset of C2([0, T]; Rn)
×C0([0, T]; Rm) consisting of pairs (q(·), u(·)) which satisfy the condition
(q(t), q˙(t), u(t)) ¥W, for all t ¥ [0, T].
We then apply the open mapping theorem to the map
F( · , · ) : OW C([0, T]; Rn)×[Rn×Rn]×[Rn×Rn] (18)
defined for fixed T > 0 by
F(q(·), u(·))=(q¨(t)− f(q(t), q˙(t), u(t)), (q(0), q˙(0)), (q(T), q˙(T))). (19)
Note that
F(ql, 0)=(0, (ql, 0), (ql, 0)), (20)
and that
FŒ(ql, 0)(q, u)=(q¨− fq(ql, 0, 0) q− fq˙(ql, 0, 0) q˙
− fu(ql, 0, 0) u, (q(0), q˙(0)), (q(T), q˙(T))), (21)
where FŒ denotes the Fréchet derivative of F. Now it follows from the
assumed exact controllability of (14) that FŒ(ql, 0) is surjective. To see this,
let h(·) ¥ C([0, T]; Rn), (q0, q˙0) ¥ Rn×Rn and (qT, q˙T) ¥ Rn×Rn. We must
show that there exists (q(·), u(·)) ¥ C2([0, T]; Rn)×C0([0, T]; Rm) satisfying
˛ q¨(t)− fq(ql, 0, 0) q(t)− fq˙(ql, 0, 0) q˙(t)− fu(ql, 0, 0) u(t)=h(t),q(0)=q0, q˙(0)=q˙0,
q(T)=qT, q˙(T)=q˙T.
(22)
This system indeed has a solution of the form q(·)=q1(·)+q2(·) where q1(·)
is a solution of the linear, initial value problem
3 q¨1(t)− fq(ql, 0, 0) q1(t)− fq˙(ql, 0, 0) q˙1(t)=h(t),
q1(0)=q0, q˙1(0)=q˙0,
and q2(·) as well as u(·) are obtained by solving the linear control problem
˛ q¨2(t)− fq(ql, 0, 0) q2(t)− fq˙(ql, 0, 0) q˙2(t)− fu(ql, 0, 0) u(t)=0,q2(0)=0, q˙2(0)=0,
q2(T)=qT−q1(T), q˙2(T)=q˙T− q˙1(T).
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Here we have of course relied on the controllability hypothesis. By the
open mapping theorem F(O) contains an open neighbourhood of
F(ql, 0)=(0, (ql, 0), (ql, 0)) ¥ C([0, T]; Rn)×[Rn×Rn]×[Rn×Rn].
Therefore one can reach all states, including equilibria, which lie in some
open ball centered at (ql, 0). This completes the first step of the proof.
We now turn to the second step. Suppose that we have a control u(t) and
a corresponding solution q(t) of (13) satisfying
q(0)=q1, q˙(0)=0, q(T)=q2, q˙(T)=0, (23)
where q1 and q2 are any two points along the curve ql. We show that one
can then write down q˜(t) and u˜(t) in such a way that they too satisfy (13)
along with the following reversed endpoint conditions
q(0)=q2, q˙(0)=0, q(T)=q1, q˙(T)=0. (24)
Under hypothesis (15) one simply sets q˜(t)=q(T−t) and u˜(t)=u(T−t)
and verifies directly that (13) and (24) are satisfied. If instead (16) holds
one defines q˜(t)=q1+q2−q(t) and u˜(t)=−u(t). That (24) is satisfied is
obvious. One then successively uses the two conditions in (16) to verify that
q¨˜=−q¨=−f(q, q˙, u)=f(−q, −q˙, −u)=f(−q, q˙˜, u˜)=f(q˜, q˙˜, u˜).
In order to complete the final step of the proof we need the following
lemma:
Lemma 1. Let x(·) : [0, 1]W X be a curve in a Banach space X. Let
{B i}ni=0 be a covering of the curve c=im(x(·) by open balls centered on the
curve, with B0 and B1 centered at x(0) and x(1) respectively. We suppose
that none of the balls are redundant. Then there exists a chain of indices
i0, i1, ..., ik between 0 and n such that
• i0=0 and ik=n;
• for j=1, ..., k there exist points x j ¥ c 5 B ij−1 5 B ij.
Proof. To prove the lemma one considers index chains satisfying all the
requirements except for the requirement that ik=n. Such chains exist: for
example, the trivial chain i0=0. They can be truncated at any point.
Moreover if B l 5 B ij 5 c ]” one can form a new chain B0, ..., B ij, B l thus
incorporating B l into a chain. Suppose now that Bn does not belong to any
of these chains. Then the balls of the covering divide into two non empty
subsets of balls respectively belonging to some chain, or not belonging to
any chain. Separately taking the union of these two classes of balls and
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then intersecting the resulting open sets with c we find that c is decomposed
into the union of two disjoint open sets. This contradicts the connectedess
of c. L
We then apply this to the curve of equilibria (ql, 0), l ¥ [0, 1] contained
in Rn×Rn choosing initially a finite subcover from the cover {Bl}l ¥ [0, 1]
ordered corresponding to increasing values of l. We can then relabel the
refined subcover given by the lemma as {B j}kj=0 where now B
j=Blj and
• l0=0 and lk=1, so that B0 and Bk are respectively centered at
(q0, 0) and (q1, 0);
• for j=1, ..., k there exist parameter values mj such that (qmj, 0) ¥
B j−1 5 B j.
Now, taking into account the conclusions of the first steps of the proof one
can control the motion successively from (q0, 0) to (q1, 0) in 2k time steps
of length T by repetition for j=1 to k of a motion from (qlj−1, 0) to (qmj, 0)
followed by a motion from (qmj, 0) to (qlj, 0). The whole motion occupies a
time interval of length kT. While T is arbitrary there is no indication of
how k would depend on T so that nothing can be said about kT.
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE GENERAL THEOREM
We shall now illustrate the use of our theorem by applying it to the
problems described in Section 1. In each case we have to identify the
generalized coordinates q and then write the system in the form (13). Next
one has to check that either (15) or (16) is satisfied. Then one has to iden-
tify the equilibria. Finally one has to check the controllability hypothesis
on the linearized systems. The latter step is by far the most complicated
because of the number of degrees of freedom involved and the complicated
structure of the matrices.
In all cases one lumps together, as generalized coordinates q, the
variables x and y together with the angle h, in case of a simple pendulum,
and (h1, ..., hn) in case of a multiple pendulum leaving out the variable y if
the suspension point moves only in a horizontal direction. One then writes
the second order systems (7), (9), (10), (12) in the normal form (13). This
involves multiplying the systems by the invertible matrix linking the second
derivatives in the left hand sides of the equations, this matrix being sym-
metric and positive definite as a consequence of the positive definiteness of
the kinetic energy. At that point one can see in each case that the right
hand side of the second order system satisfies either (15) or (16) in view of
the subtle interplay between the odd and even functions occurring in the
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expressions. The latter condition is satisfied in the presence of friction
terms which involve generalized velocities in a linear way.
For the control problems (7) and (9) we let
ql=([1−l] x0+lx1, [1−l] y0+ly1, 0).
For the problem involving friction where the suspension point moves along
the x-axis we leave out the y-component while for the n-fold multiple pen-
dulum we replace the single 0 with an n-tuple of 0’s corresponding to all
hi ’s being 0 at equilibrium.
In each case the control system linearized around one of the equilibria
takes the form
q¨=A˜1q+A˜2 q˙+B˜u, (25)
where A˜1, A˜2 and B˜1 are matrices of the appropriate dimensions.
This can be written as a first order system,
d
dt
1 q
q˙
2=1 0 I
A˜1 A˜2
21 q
q˙
2+1 0
B˜
2 u, (26)
where we are using partitioned matrices of appropriate dimensions. This is
a typical control system of the form
Q˙=AQ+Bu, (27)
where Q is a vector formed from the components of q and q˙. Here we
suppose that Q and u are vectors with N and m components respectively,
that A is an N×N matrix and that B is an N×m matrix. We recall that for
such systems exact controllability is equivalent to the condition that the
controllability matrix for A and B, namely
(A (N−1)B . ... A2B AB B), (28)
have full rank N. This result can be found in any elementary text on
control theory; see for example Brockett [1].
It is sometimes convenient to reorder the components of Q=(q, q˙) in
order to get a decomposition of the control system of the form
d
dt
1Q1
Q2
2=1 A1 0
0 A2
21Q1
Q2
2+1 B1
B2
2 u. (29)
In this situation one can sometimes use the following easily proved lemma.
Lemma 2. Consider the control system (29) with N state variables and M
controls where A1 and A2 are respectively N1×N1 and N2×N2 matrices while
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B1 and B2 are respectively N1×m and N2×m, with N1+N2=N. Suppose
that
• Each of the systems Q˙i=AQi+Biu is exactly controllable;
• At least one of A1 and A2 is invertible.
Then the system (29) is exactly controllable.
We can illustrate this for the planar pendulum whose suspension point is
geometrically controlled. The linearized system corresponding to (7) is
˛ x¨=u1,y¨=u2,
h¨=−u1/l−gh/l.
(30)
We let Q1=(x, y, x˙, y˙) and Q2=(h, h˙). Then we get a system of the form
(29) with
A1=R0 0 1 00 0 0 10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
S, B1=R0 00 01 0
0 1
S ,
A2=1 0 1−g/l 02 , B2=1 0 1−1/l 02 .
Now the lemma can be applied very simply to verify the exact controlla-
bility and hence the solvability of the control problem (7) follows from
Theorem 1.
To solve the problem (9) in which the pendulum is suspended from a
dynamically controlled mass we may use a simple device. We simply set
x¨=v1 and y¨=v2 in the equation for h then solve the problem (7) with u
replaced by v. The functions u1 and u2 can then be obtained from the first
two equations of (9). For example,
u1=(m+M) v1+ml cos(h) h¨−ml sin(h) h˙2.
Consider next the planar pendulum with friction modelled by (10). We
again use the device of considering x¨=v in place of the first equation of
(10) with the intention of later setting
u=(M+m) v+ml cos(h) h¨−ml sin(h) h˙2+mk1x˙+mk2 cos(h) h˙.
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The linearized system then becomes
3 x¨=v,
lh¨=−g/lh−k2/lh˙−v/l.
(31)
Here we set Q1=(x, x˙) and Q2=(h, h˙) and we get a system of the form
(29) with
A1=1 0 10 0 2 , B1=1 01 2 .
A2=1 0 1−g/l −k2/l2 , B2=1 0−1/l2 .
The lemma again applies in a straightforward way and so again the con-
trollability follows for the system (10) for sufficiently large T. We could in
fact also have worked directly with the system (10) without introducing
new controls v.
We finally consider the more complicated case of the multiple pendula,
described by (12). We again replace the first two equations by x¨=v1 and
y¨=v2 reading off the functions u1 and u2 as before. The system (12) gives˛ x¨=v1,y¨=v2,
C
n
k=1
MiNklilk cos(hi −hk) h¨k=− C
n
k=1
MiNklilk sin(hi−hk) h˙
2
k
−Migli sin(hi)−Mili cos(hi) v1+Mili sin(hi) v2, (i=1, ..., n).
(32)
Linearisation gives˛ x¨=v1,y¨=v2,
C
n
k=1
MiNklilk h¨k=−Miglihi−Miliv1 (i=1, ..., n).
(33)
Let h=(h1, ..., hn) Then in matrix form, the set of equations in (33)
involving h¨k can be written as
Mh¨=Dh+bv1, (34)
where M is the n×n matrix with ikth element equal to MiNklilk, D is the
diagonal matrix with values −Migli as diagonal entries and b is the column
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vector with ith component −Mili. Note that M is invertible. This can be
seen most easily by factoring M into M=LM˜L where L is the diagonal
matrix with the pendulum lengths li along the diagonal and M˜ has ikth
element equal to MiNk. L is obviously invertible and the invertibility of M˜
can be check using row reduction and the fact that M1 >M2 > · · · >Mn.
It is easy to see that b=−l−11 col1(M). So if we multiply (34) by M
−1 we
get
h¨=M −1Dh−l−11 col1(In) v1, (35)
where In denotes the n×n identity matrix. Set Q1=(x, y, x˙, y˙) ¥ R4 and
Q2=(h, h˙) ¥ R2n. After inversion and multiplication of various matrices
this problem reduces to the form (29) with
u=1v1
v2
2 ,
A1=1 02×202×2 I2×202×2 2 , B1=102×2I2 2 ,
and
A2=1 0n×n In
M −1D 0n×n
2 , B2=1 0n×1 0n×1
−l−11 col1(In) 0n×1
2 .
Here 0k×l denotes the k×l zero matrix.
By applying Lemma 2 we can prove the exact controllability of this
system. Certainly the system involving Q1 is exactly controllable and A2 is
invertible, since both In and M −1D are invertible. It remains to verify that
the system in Q2 is exactly controllable.
To carry out this last step one notes first that the controllability matrix
for A2 and B2 has full rank if and only if the controllability matrix for
M −1D and col1(In) has full rank. The rank of this matrix is the same as
that of the controllability matrix for D −1M and col1(In) since the latter is
obtained from the former by premultiplication with the invertible matrix
(D −1M)n and a reordering of columns. It follows from a result in Sonntag
[3, Lemma 3.3.7, p. 93], that this in turn is equivalent to the condition
rank(lIn−D −1M col1(In))=n (36)
for every eigenvalue l of D −1M. Since these eigenvalues are all non zero it
is certainly enough to verify that the rank is n for all non-zero complex
numbers l.
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One easily checks that
D −1M=−
1
g
R l1 r12l2 r13l3 · · · · · · r1nlnl1 l2 r23l3 · · · · · · r2nlnl1 l2 l3 · · · · · · r2nln
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
l1 l2 l3 · · · · · · ln
S
with rij=Mj/Mi.
It is now enough to verify that the matrixR l1+l r12l2 r13l3 · · · · · · r1nln 1l1 l2+l r23l3 · · · · · · r2nln 0l1 l2 l3+l · · · · · · r2nln 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
l1 l2 l3 · · · · · · ln+l 0
S
has full rank for every non-zero l. If we subtract the last row from each of
the previous rows we obtainR l · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 10 l · · · · · · · · · · · · 00 0 l · · · · · · · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
l1 l2 l3 · · · · · · ln+l 0
S .
It is easy to see that, since l1 ] 0, the rows are necessarily independent.
This completes the proof of controllability for multiple pendula.
APPENDIX A: MORE ON THE PLANAR PENDULUM.
By a direct and essentially constructive method we can obtain more
detailed results for the control of a planar pendulum whose suspension
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point is to be moved a distance L in a horizontal direction. This involves
determining a time T and a scalar function u(t) satisfying the following
simplification of the system (7).
˛ x¨(t)=u(t),lh¨(t)=−u(t) cos(h(t))−g sin(h(t)),
x(0)=0, x˙(0)=0, x(T)=L, x˙(T)=0
h(0)=0, h˙(0)=0, h(T)=0, h˙(T)=0.
(37)
Theorem 2. Given T0 > 0, one can choose a > 0 and T satisfying 0 < T
< T0 so that the control
u(t)=3a if 0 [ t < T/2
−a if T/2 [ t [ T
gives a solution of the control problem (37).
Remark 1. The theorem concerns motion from one stable (hanging)
equilibrium to another. One can similarly prove that it is possible to
control from one unstable (standing) equilibrium to another. The latter
only involves modifying two of the requirements, namely
h(0)=p, h(T)=p.
We have not been able to determine whether it is possible to move from a
stable to an unstable equilibrium.
Remark 2. If one imposes a restriction |u(t)| [ c, a minor variation of
the argument given below allows one to prove that the motion from equi-
librium to equilibrium can be achieved for T large enough.
As a first step towards proving the theorem we note that
lh¨(t)=−a cos(h(t))−g sin(h(t))=−k sin(h(t)+h0),
where
k=`a2+g2 , h0=arcsin
a
k
.
Consequently
−
p
2
< h0 <
p
2
, sin h0=
a
k
, cos h0=
g
k
.
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When a is switched to −a the constant k remains unchanged but the phase
shift h0 switches to −h0. The orbits corresponding to u(t)=a and
u(t)=−a are therefore respectively centered at −h0 and h0.
Starting from the initial equilibrium h(0)=0, h˙(0)=0 and initially
applying the control u(t)=a one moves about the closed orbit with
equation
1
2 lh˙
2+k[1− cos(h+h0)]=k[1− cos(h0)]
which simplifies to
1
2 lh˙
2=[cos(h+h0)− cos(h0)].
One moves along that orbit for a time S which is an integer multiple of the
period, so that the pendulum is again at the equilibrium location. One then
switches to u(t)=−a and moves along the orbit
1
2 lh˙
2=g[cos(h−h0)− cos(h0)]
for time S, again arriving back at the equilibrium at T=2S. One easily
checks that x(T)=aT2 and x˙(T)=0. One shows that one can choose the
parameters a and S in such a way that aT2=L and T < T0. In order to do
this we first need to derive an estimate on the period of the orbits. Note
that for the two orbits described above the value of h respectively range
from −2h0 to 0 and from 0 to 2h0, a range of less than p in each case.
After translation it is enough to consider the system
lh¨(t)=−k sin(h(t))
with the closed orbits
1
2 lh˙
2=k[cos(h)− cos(h0)]. (38)
Those orbits are uniquely determined by the value of a and we denote the
corresponding period by Pa.
Lemma 3. There exists a constant C such that for all a
Pa < C [a2+g2]−
1
4 .
Proof. From (35) it follows that
dt
dh
=± `l/2k 1
`cos h− cos h0
.
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The four quarters of the orbit each are traversed in time
Pa
4
= `l/2k Fa
0
1
`cos h− cos h0
dh.
Now we make the change of variables u=cos h, so that du=− sin h dh=
− `1−u2 dh. Setting r=cos h0 (so that 0 < r < 1), we then have
Pa
4
= `l/2k F1
r
1
`u−r `1−u `1+u
du.
Next we perform a second change of variables v=1−u to get
Pa
4
= `l/2k F1−r
0
1
`1−r−v `v `2−v
dv.
Finally a third change of variables w=v/s (with s=1−r) gives
Pa
4
=`l/2k F1
0
1
`s−sw `sw `2−sw
s dw
=`l/2k F1
0
1
`1−w `w `2−sw
dw. (A3)
Since 2−sw > 2−s=1+r > 1, we obtain the estimate
Pa < 4 `l/2k F
1
0
1
`1−w `w
dw.
The integral converges and is independent of a so that the estimate in the
lemma follows. L
Now we can complete the proof of the theorem. For any y > 0 and a > 0
we move away from the equilibrium along the orbit corresponding to
acceleration u(t)=a first for time y and then for the time d(a, y) which it
takes to complete the orbit back to equilibrium, that is for a total time
S(a, y)=y+d(a, y). One then switches to the orbit corresponding to
u(t)=−a again for the period S(a, y) which brings one back to the equi-
librium. Over the time period T(a, y)=2S(a, y) the x coordinate moves
from x=0 to
x=X(a, y)=aS(a, y)2=a[y+d(a, y)]2.
We note that
X(a, 0)=0 and X(a, `L/a \ L.
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Consequently, by continuity, there exists y(a, L) ¥ [0, `L/a \ L] with
X(a, y(a, L))=L. Letting T(a)=2S(a, y(a, L)) it follows that the motion
from equilibrium to equilibrium can be achieved in time T(a). Now
T(a)=2S(a, y(a, L))=y(a)+d(a, y(a)
[ `L/a+P(a) [ `L/a+C [a2+g2] − 14.
For a sufficiently large T(a) can be chosen arbitrarily small. This completes
the proof of the theorem.
APPENDIX B: THE PENDULUMWITH FRICTION
We sketch the derivation of the system (10). Let x=x(t) denote the
displacement of M along the x axis. Then the position of m is given by
r=xe1+le(h),
from which it follows that
r˙=x˙e1+leŒ(h) h˙, and r¨=x¨e1−le(h) h˙2+leŒ(h) h¨.
Letting T denote the tension along the pendulum pointing from m to M
Newton’s law appplied to m gives
mr¨=m[x¨e1−le(h) h˙2+leŒ(h) h¨]=−mge2−mk2 h˙eŒ(h)−Te(h). (40)
Noting that
e1=sin he(h)+cos heŒ(h) and e2=− cos he(h)+sin heŒ(h),
we can consider the components of the equation (40) in the orthogonal
directions e(h) and eŒ(h). This gives a pair of equations
3mx¨ sin h−mlh˙2=mg cos h−T,
x¨ cos h+lh¨=−g sin h−k2 h˙.
(41)
The second equation is also the second equation in (10). The dynamics of
M moving along the x−axis are described by
Mx¨=u−Mk1x˙+T sin h.
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We first substitute for T from the first equation in (41) and then use the
second equation to make a substitution for g sin h. A little care yields the
first equation in (10):
[M+m] x¨+ml cos hh¨=u−Mk1x˙−mk2 cos hh˙+mlh˙2 sin h.
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